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THE FUTURE OF 
GLASS RECYCLING  

INTRODUCING...



Our glass crushing machine is designed 
to sit neatly behind your bar. Quiet and 
efficient, our machine can crush up to 80 
bottles per minute and store up to 300 
beer bottles or 200 wine bottles in every 
BottleCycler bin.

HOW DOES IT WORK? 
Simply feed the empty glass bottles into 
the top. The bottles will be instantly (and 
quietly) crushed into the easily manageable 
60 litre bin that sits below. 

Our machine’s safety smarts will let you 
know when it’s full. From here, simply 
attach the ergonomic handle to the bin 
and wheel it to the collection point. It’s that 
easy. No tipping, no heavy lifting

THE BETTER WAY TO 
RECYCLE YOUR GLASS!
With over 2000 machines 
across Australia and over 85% 
of the market, we’ve been the 
market leader since we invented 
the first glass crushing machine 
back in 2002.



No more heavy 
lifting or cuts from 

broken glass

Up to 80% of 
our glass cullet 

is processed 
back into new 

bottles

GLASS 
RECYCLING 
MADE EASY

New glass bottles 
are re-sold and 

re-enjoyed

The cycle  
begins again

Our BottleCycler 
trucks will pick up 
your crushed glass

THE JOURNEY OF 
YOUR GLASS BOTTLES

Just drop the 
bottles in the 
BottleCycler



www.bottlecycler.com

BETTER FOR 
YOUR BUSINESS
SAVE SPACE, SAVE MONEY
Why throw money away disposing of 
glass the old way? Our glass crushing 
machine reduces your waste volume 
by up to 80% so you can store up to 
five times the amount of bottles in 
the same space. Plus your staff can 
stay where they are most profitable – 
behind the bar serving customers.

REDUCE YOUR  
WASTE VOLUME BY

STORE MORE 
BOTTLESFIVE TIMES

$

 80%
EASY TO WORK WITH
With our new online business portal, 
you can manage your account 24/7, 
including invoice payment, CO2 
reports and booking your next 
glass collection.

FULL-SERVICE SOLUTION
We take care of everything from 
on-site machine maintenance and 
call out support to glass collection. 
6 days a week. All you need to do 
is drop the bottles into the machine 
and we do the rest.



BETTER FOR 
YOUR PEOPLE
SAFER FOR STAFF 
BottleCycler helps with OH&S by removing the danger of carrying, 
sorting and disposing of glass bottles. It eliminates the need to lift 
heavy bins or remove them to unpleasant outdoor waste areas 
during the shift. Plus our advanced built-in safety features make it 
the safest machine on the market!

BETTER FOR EVERYONE
BottleCycler is quieter than any other glass crushing machine 
- about the same as a coffee grinder – and the crushed glass 
makes far less noise during early morning glass collections. 
Which is great for your customers, your staff and your 
neighbours!



A WORLD WHERE NO GLASS IS WASTED
At BottleCycler, we believe that sustainability is everyone’s 
business! Which is why almost every glass bottle that goes 
through a BottleCycler machine gets recycled back into a 

new glass container again! Never into landfill. 

What’s more, the reduced glass volume will result 
in fewer trucks, smaller trucks, less petrol, 

less CO2 pollution and less noise pollution.   

It’s a much better outcome for the 
environment. Something we’re sure your 

customers will be VERY glad to hear too!

BETTER FOR
THE PLANET
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Customers say once they switch to BottleCycler they never look back! 
Which is why many of our high profile hospitality venues have been 
with us for over a decade.

WHAT DO OUR  
CUSTOMERS SAY?

BottleCycler have always been an excellent company to deal with.  
They take what they do very seriously and will make sure their 
equipment is functioning 100% at all times. There is always an extremely 
quick response to service calls and there is always a prompt follow up 
shortly after. I highly recommend them for any size business.

The Star, Sydney

BottleCycler has provided the club with an effective and reliable glass 
management solution since 2011.  The system is fast, safe and saves space 
in the venue while also helping us to decrease our carbon footprint.  The 
company is a pleasure to deal with and I highly recommend their services.   

St George Leagues Club

I have used BottleCycler for many years and the system was crucial to The 
Bathers’ Pavilion to expand my business. The space saved gave me the 
opportunity to open our Bathers’ Beach Kiosk which contributed greatly 
to the growth of my business. I found the system and the service efficient 
and professional and would be happy to recommend BottleCycler to any 
organisation in need of a space saving system for their business.  

The Bathers Pavilion, Balmoral
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Why not give our team a 
call and find out more about 
the future of glass recycling 
for your venue or event? 

Contact us on:   
1300 306 039
info@bottlecycler.com

or watch our video at

Ask us
if you are eligible 
for a refund on 

your glass


